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Outline
 Detecting gravitational waves
with the global LIGO-Virgo network of interferometric detectors
 Outreach & communication about scientific results – and the people who make them
 Public alerts
 Scientific announcements
 LIGO-Virgo members
 Reaching out diverse audiences
 Social media
 Visits: onsite and virtual
 Science festivals
 Art & Science
 Visually impaired people
 IGRAV
 Outlook

O3 alerts Christmas tree: December 2019
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LIGO and Virgo: detecting gravitational waves
 Two collaborations, three detectors – KAGRA addition to the network in progress
 Joint searches for gravitational waves (GWs)
Virgo – EGO, Italy

LIGO Hanford – WA, USA

LIGO Livingston – LA, USA

 Giant Michelson interferometers with Fabry-Perot cavities in the kilometric arms,
recycling mirrors and suspended – ‘free-falling’ – optics and benches
 Alternating observing runs (On, n = 1, 2, 3) & shutdowns (upgrades, commissioning)
 O1: 2015/09  2016/01
 GW150914
 O2: 2016/11  2017/08
 GW170814, GW170817, GWTC-1
 O3: 2019/04  2020/03 (early stop due to pandemic)
 56 non-retracted public alerts
 First detections: GW190412, GW190425. GW190814
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Public alerts
 Twofold goal: detecting GWs and helping
to locate the source in the sky
 Low-latency info including a skymap
 Few tens of minutes at most
 56 such alerts during O3
 Multi-stage alert process
 LIGO-Virgo internal
 To astronomers through NASA’s GCN network
 To the general public
 Automated tweets
 Chirp app: http://chirp.sr.bham.ac.uk
including publicrelevant info
about initial
source classification
 Usually blog posts after a few hours
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Scientific announcements
 Fully joint / coordinated processes between LIGO and Virgo – and soon KAGRA
 Makes the whole process more complex
 Timezones, different teams / audiences / ways of communicating
 Quite successful internally so far; excellent media engagement
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Scientific announcements
 Each significant publication goes along with various companion products
 Press releases, collaboration website announcements
 Social media posts: Twitter, Facebook, Instagram
 Media resources
 Animations of various kinds: numerical simulations, source localization, etc.
 Graphics, pictures
 Not always easy to find the right balance between scientific correctness and
artistical interpretation
© Alex Andrix

https://www.virgo-gw.eu/video/gw190814.html
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Scientific announcements
 Supporting material targeting the general public, students, teachers
 Multilingual science summaries
 Reaching out to people in their language leads to more engagement
 Thanks to the many different languages spoken by LIGO-Virgo members
 Factsheet
 Infographics
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Outreach plots and animations
 LIGO-Virgo « Masses in the Stellar Graveyard »

 2017-2020 evolution of the Virgo sensitivity
 The smaller the noise curve or the larger the detection range, the better
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Focusing on LIGO-Virgo members
 A great example: Humans of LIGO
 Website: https://humansofligo.blogspot.com
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Social media
 Twitter
 @ligo: 103K followers
 @ego_virgo: 10K followers
 Facebook
 @LigoScientificCollaboration: 30K followers
 @EGOVirgoCollaboration: ?? followers
 Instagram
 @ligo_virgo: 8K followers
 YouTube
 ligovirgo: 3K subscribers
 EGOtheVirgoCollaboration: 170 subscribers
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Site visits: for real and virtual
 A lot of visitors to all three sites
 General audience, in particular students and teachers
 Boost due to the first detection announcements – 2016-2017
 Public interest proved consistent ever since
 Example of Virgo
 7 times more in 5 years!
 ~200 / week in 2019
 Excluding holidays
 Actually beyond the capacity
of reception at EGO!
 Visit management + guides: voluntary basis
 Plan to construct a science
center at LIGO-Hanford
 Center already existing
at LIGO-Livingston
 Pre covid-19 pandemic times…

Completion expected Fall 2021
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Events organized at EGO
 Researchers Night

 Astronomical observation evenings
 Including talks about GW
& Virgo + site tours
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Site visits: for real and virtual
 Pre-existing plans to setup a regular offer of virtual visits
 Conference + connection with scientists onsite / standalone: spherical pictures
 Higher priority now given the circumstances
 Virgo virtual visits during the Genova Science Festival at the end of October
 EGO: purchase of cameras to record the ongoing upgrades – « Advanced Virgo Plus »
 Time-lapse videos to be produced
 LIGO-Virgo groups organizing online conferences for their local audience
 Example: The Netherlands
 Recording: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gsf-2pTopCk&feature=youtu.be
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Science festivals
 Pictures from LIGO booths at conferences or public events
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Virgo exhibitions
 CosmoCaixa exhibition in Barcelona
 Virgo payload: mirror suspension
 Spring 2019: Virgo host of the « 1 researcher, 1 experiment »
stand at the Paris science museum « Palais de la Découverte »

 Virgo exhibition at the 2020
Euroscience open forum (ESOF) in Trieste
 Postponed to September
 A major post-lockdown event in Italy
 Parma Italian Capital of the Culture in 2020: postponed to 2021
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The Origin Network
 Website: https://originnetwork.web.cern.ch

2019- “Meet the Universe”
Cultural Collisions Vienna /Austria

Oman Science festival 2019
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Art & Science: multimessenger room
 Tomas Saraceno’s exhibition at Palais de Tokyo in Paris
 Famous modern art museum in Paris
 Multimessenger room
 Gathering (live) data from IceCube,
Antares, KM3Net, Virgo, Auger
 Images and sound
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Reaching out to more audiences
 Science dating on a rowing boat in Lyon (France)
 For visually-impaired people
 3D detector model and GW « chirp »
 Contacts with a blind artist
 More innovative: sonification projects
 Example: GW localization in the sky

 Virgo in jail: project of conferences in prison in various countries at the same time
 Postponed to 2021 due to the pandemic
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IGRAV
 Building a gravitational-wave outreach network
 All experiments / GW probes + theory groups
 Outreach and communication experts, science educators
 Model: the IPPOG Collaboration
 Joint LIGO-Virgo-IPPOG session at the 2018 Spring IPPOG meeting in Pisa
 Creation of IGRAV: International Gravitational Wave Outreach Group
 Slow but real progress: no dedicated personpower + pandemic
IPPOG-LIGO-Virgo joint picture
 Working groups
 Art and Science Collaborations
 Communication
 Formal Education & Evaluation
 IGRAV Organizational Structure
Background: Virgo main building
 Multi-Messenger Astronomy
 Outreach to Under-Represented and Under-Served Groups
 Science Festivals

 Two meetings already
 2019/07: Amaldi conference in Valencia 2020/07 (remote): earlier this week!
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Outlook
 Busy – and exciting – period for LIGO and Virgo (and soon KAGRA)
 More GW signals detected as the detector sensitivities and duty cycles improve
 Yet: less than five years since GW150914
 Busy – and exciting – period for the outreach groups as well
 Coping with the detection / announcement rates
 Conveying excitement to the general public
 Many channels
 From the most classic to the most modern / technological
 Caring about all audiences
 Multilingual resources
 Developing specific tools to reach out a particular audience / workaround issues
 One of the main strengths of LIGO-Virgo is working together
 Will to go beyond and to build a cross-experience outreach network: IGRAV
 Stay tuned for future announcements
 Next run (O4) should start sometime in 2022 with « Advanced Plus » detectors
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